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Field of Corpses: Winner of the 2003 People’s Choice Award
for Haunted Houses Opens Today!
–Historic Property in Arvada Hosts State’s Largest and Favorite Haunted Attraction-

ARVADA, Colo. September 30, 2004 – One year ago, renowned pastry chef and artist, Zachary
Meyer, launched the inaugural year of Field of Corpses Haunted Attraction garnering the coveted
People’s Choice Award for Haunted Houses and winning the hearts of Halloween enthusiasts across
the state. Tonight marks the opening of the second season for Field of Corpses, bringing with it the
chilling combination of scares that won it top haunt in 2003 and a vast array of new terror that will
leave patrons screaming for more!

“People often ask me why I decided to open a haunted attraction in addition to my family’s successful
bakery. It’s simply really . . . I wanted to share my love for Halloween with everyone, so that they can
love it as much as I do,” said Zachary Meyer, owner and operator of Demented Dwarfs Production,
LLC. “I wanted to create a haunted atmosphere from the second people arrived at Field of Corpses.
One that begins in the parking lot, carries throughout the queue line and has people psyched to be
scared before they enter the attraction. Because we built every inch of Field of Corpses it truly terrifies
you. It doesn’t have the pretend feeling of being in a movie theater, mall or parking lot.
-more-
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With participation of more than 45 million people last year, Halloween has propelled into the
second most celebrated holiday of the year. People love the thrill of being scared and demand the
pleasurable panic they receive from haunted houses. In 2004 Field of Corpses will relentlessly deliver
that thrill with a winding maze, live electrocution chamber, haunted cemetery, mysterious pond,
demented scientist’s lab, torture cages, Sleepy Hollow forest, crazed butcher and the newly added
mausoleums, Old West Ghost Town and lynching and underground root cellar.

Located at 13251 West 64th Ave. Field of Corpses is open Thursdays through Sundays October
1st - 17th and everyday October 21st - October 31st from 7 p.m. till 10 p.m. on Thursdays and
Sundays and 7 p.m. till midnight on Fridays and Saturdays. Entrance into the attraction is $13.00. For
directions, cost, group sales or any other information please call 303-423-FEAR or visit
http://www.fieldofcorpses.com.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------About Demented Dwarfs, LLC.
Founded in Arvada, Colo. in 2001, Demented Dwarfs Productions, LLC. is the parent company
of Field of Corpses, Colorado’s largest haunted attraction. Demented Dwarfs emerged from the
obsession with fear and unparalleled artist creativity of Zachary Meyer, master dessert chef of Das
Meyer Fine Pastry Chalet.
The plan for Field of Corpses began over a breakfast conversation with Meyer’s family, by lunch
the design was complete and by dinner it was settled they would build a haunted attraction. Meyer
constructed Field of Corpses on the historic Torrence White Property, one of Arvada’s first and last
remaining farms, and home to his family’s bakery and reception manor. Field of Corpses incorporates
a haunting agricultural theme with the turn-of-the-century architecture while maintaining the historic
integrity of the site. For more information on Demented Dwarfs Productions, LLC. or Field of Corpses,
please call 303-423-FEAR or visit http://www.fieldofcorpses.com.
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